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Editor's Corner 

The Peoples Club Texas 

The Peoples Club Texas (TPC, TX) incorporated July 1, 2020 and we are
excited to keep you abreast of our current and future projects.

Our company was founded by a group of Texans desiring a change from
the status quo of the top-down corporate structure to one focused on
"empowering people through cooperative business models bringing people
and ideas together to create harmony with nature and the community."  We
are dedicated to positively impacting Texas families and communities
through a natural and balanced lifestyle.

Nutrients Now (NN) is our first project currently in proof-of-concept stage
in the DFW area.  NN will offer a variety of highly nutritious micro-greens,
providing a healthy option for individuals and families looking to upgrade
their diet.  Micro-greens currently being grown are Purple Radish, Broccoli,
and Red Cabbage with additional varieties planned in the future.
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TPC, TX 

Currently under development is an educational program for
children; Science, Knowledge, Intuition, Energy (SkIE) School. It
will offer a curriculum focusing learning on a "whole child"
concept preparing them to be proficient in technical and life
skills while developing the human spirit toward a collaborative
and harmonious outcome where ideas freely flow. 

For adults, articles and essays on a variety of topics: natural
law, science, history, health and wellness, spirituality and more
will be available on our website providing knowledge and
practical solutions.

We are working toward a better future for Texans and together
we can change the world to one where all life upon our planet
thrives.  

The Peoples Club
Texas, the road

forward to a better
world.

Texas 



The University of Maryland study in 2012 claimed micro-
greens contain 4-40 times the nutritional value of fully-grown
vegetable.  

"Because microgreens are harvested right after germination, all
the nutrients they need to grow are there.  If they are harvested
at the right time, they are very concentrated with nutrients and
the flavor and texture is also good."   

Both obesity and over acidity have become enormous health
issues for humanity due to processed foods and poor quality
produce available in supermarkets. The majority of produce is
grown with Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) seeds in
Mexico before being processed and delivered throughout
America. 

https://www.trueleafmarket.com/blogs/articles/microgreens-more-
nutritious-than-mature-vegetables-and-herbs

by Nicholas O'Neal 

Nutrients Now 

Nutrients Now micro-greens are grown from Non-GMO seeds
without the use of fertilizers or pesticides in purified water on
organic coconut fiber pads.  The pads are still living right up
until the time they are consumed.

Our micro-greens contain all the nutrients offered by nature
and have fantastic flavor.  They are crunchy when eaten raw in
a salad and are very versatile in the kitchen. These power-
packed vegetables are truly nature's medicine for the human
body.      

Most produce loses 30% or more of its nutrient value in the
first 3 days after harvest so the distance food travels affects
nutritional value. 

Organic produce is grown from seeds with a natural lineage
but faces the same problems with nutrient degradation in the
time it takes to deliver it from the field to your table.  

Another concern is irradiation of our produce.  The USDA and
FDA claim this process is safe but the average dose is up to
166 times the lethal dose for humans.  Even the bacteria that
normally cause food to decompose refuse to eat it, a stunning
fact.

There will be no such concerns with seed and nutrient
degradation or irradiation of our produce.  Nutrients Now
micro-greens will be grown and sold in a natural state, just as
nature intended. 

"Creating healthy thriving communities
through nutrient-rich, locally grown foods." 

Purple Radish
Red Cabbage 

Broccoli

https://www.trueleafmarket.com/blogs/articles/microgreens-more-nutritious-than-mature-vegetables-and-herbs


Growth does not stop upon completion of Formal Learning:
therefore, confident ability to self-directed, continuing learning
should be developed during every child's foundational process.

Adults must also function skillfully to protect their righteous
access to basic needs:  authentic health, nutritious food, clean
water, adequate clothing and shelter, and free energy.  Our
sole ~soul purpose in a newly found way of learning at SkIE is
to teach communication, self-voices - the blossoming of these
abilities is applicable to every field of endeavor in Science,
Knowledge, Intuition, and Energy thereafter. 

A Space of Love
harmoniously
dreamt of and

collaboratively
rendered can

demonstrate itself
to be deeply

fulfilling for all who
dwell therein.

by Amy Bruno 

SkIE School- A new
way to learn 

The purpose of Formal Learning historically has been to
prepare children for adulthood when they fully assume, in a
systematic timed-released fashion, their responsibilities as
producers for others.  Yet everyone has a body, mind, and
spirit available for the pursuit of life and the fruits thereof -
including love, joy, happiness, innate belief and its
underpinning knowledge, and the wisdom of our true
progenitors on this Planet.

These abilities provide the power to energize
everyone's individual freedom to choose, change, or
manage their life path, where A Space of Love
harmoniously dreamt of and collaboratively rendered
can demonstrate itself to be deeply fulfilling for all
who dwell therein. 



NATURAL RIGHTS are inheritances or Source-endowed innate attributes that may be expressed as behaviors that do not
harm.  NATURAL WRONGS are the free will use of those attributes to cause harm to other sentient beings.  We are
spirits first, living a life to interact with nature and others. We are free to do anything that does not harm another. Our
property includes our lives, bodies, sexuality, physical possessions, relationships, privacy, trust, safety, will, expressions,
experiences, and consciousness. Wrongs can simply be described as theft of any property from any sentient being.
Murder steals life. Rape forcibly takes away sexual consent and, like trespass, violates physical security. Assault attacks
physical well-being. Coercion removes free will and lying can lead to extended enslavement.  

The Law of Free Will: requires our Freedom of Choice, which depends on the information field available to us. Lies
distort this field, making our choices problematic. The devil card of the Tarot's major arcana has female and male
slaves, with chains loosely hung around their necks. These chains of slavery can easily be removed, so they symbolize
willing submission. Lies are used to entice people into their enslavement.
Our choice starts with a decision to observe or absorb the information field. The key here is to observe through stillness
what the information field esoterically provides, knowing there exists a dual invisible force, which expresses as a matrix
of external forces.

The Law of Stillness: This is an electric universe with just two states: stillness and motion. Our senses and brain react
unconsciously to motion. Stillness provides the opportunity to consciously observe, reflect, and discern between the
two. The invisible is hidden in the stillness. Our Freedom of Choice begins in stillness and ends in stillness, just like
motion, and enables controlled action.

The Law of Balance: The universe always creates dual condition - one of excess and one of deficiency, like winter and
summer or day and night. Balance requires experiencing opposites or polarities, which are learning experiences. This
leads to intuition, which guides us to better decisions, improves our logic, and enables us to take right action at the right
time.

The Law of Love: Love is Source's attracting electric current, expressing in the universe as free flowing energy. Fear, an
expression of aberrant free will, is its dual or repelling current. Think of Love as any number and fear is its inverse.
Combined (multiplying together) they form unity or 1 (one). As love grows, fear declines. Think of fear as the range of
excess and deficiency surrounding Love.  The fastest way for love to grow is for us to become willingly cooperative or
intentionally collaborative co- creators. Cooperation enables harmonious balance with others and nature. Collaboration
intensifies power in the universe.  Loving feelings enfold and unfold that energy released from universal power.
Emotions precipitate and emanate spiritual energy from Source into the physical realm and enables conscious actions
to manifest creation.  

Natural Law cannot be easily codified or taught to students to awaken to. Direct personal experience is best. Man-made
law invariably uses punishment to control behavior. Natural Law, responsibly applied, uses positive re-enforcement of
life lessons for each of us through free will to regulate our own behavior and then to lovingly choose to collaborate with
Life. 

 [1]Mark Passio - Anarchy & The Occult - Part II - Religion vs. Initiation - YouTube

  

 

by Michael Blaha 

Natural Law

"NATURAL LAW is a set of universal, inherent, objective, non-
man-made, eternal, and immutable conditions, which govern
the consequences of behaviors of beings with the capacity for
[discernment to] understand the difference between harmful
and non-harmful behavior."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkYKGy6gmh8


Some 250 attendees were there from many states all over the country. Many were interested in a more orderly and
functional world like myself, wanting to make a difference.

Law enforcement officers were in attendance receiving continuing education credits. Those professionals must keep
improving in their civic duty to keep their Oath to uphold the American Constitution.

Lavrita, a modern-day Rosa Parks stood up to the public school district regarding her two teenage daughters not
wearing masks at school. She is being reviled, threatened, and ridiculed by teachers, school security guards, and
parents alike for simply not going along with the "program" and complying. Rosa Parks would be proud and so were
all of us by virtue of our standing ovation at her introduction.

Texas Deputy Attorney General, Joshua Travis Reno spoke and confirmed what many of us wanted to hear: Attorney
General Ken Paxton of Texas is committed to unalienable rights secured by the Constitution. Speaking with him
about the mask mandate and business restrictions, there is friction between the offices of the Attorney General and
Governor Greg Abbott. Handing him a copy of The Case Against Masks by Dr. Judy Mikovits, I encouraged him to
read it and bring it to his office meetings so they can stop the nonsense.

The speaker forum was impressive - present day Sheriffs, former Sheriffs, Judge Wayne Mack, Montgomery County
Justice of the Peace, KrisAnne Hall, and Michael Peroutka, both lawyers, and Defenders of the Constitution, and
Laura Pressley of True Texas Election, LLC. Laura ran for a Travis County office some years back and had her
election rigged and lost. This resulted in her founding her company to be a watchdog for both Texas and national
elections.

Here are some highlights from the event:

There was a unified voice among the speakers and it is this simple truth - Our rights emanate from the Source of Life,
God to each of us, however we relate to the Divine. Period. No laws can usurp them. If we feel trampled on then we have
allowed it. How and when are we going to stop the criminals we allowed in office? What can we do?

by Rock Bruno, Guardians On Watch
Freedom@GuardiansOnWatch.net 
Listen to GOW on Spotify - under government section 

Restoring the
Constitution - Part 1 

There seems to be a lot of talk circulating in the restless and
dissatisfied American citizen communities regarding the need
to rewrite the United States Constitution.
On Friday, February 26, 2021, I attended the Constitutional
Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association (cspoa.org) event,
hosted by former Sheriff Richard Mack of Arizona, in Houston,
TX and reconfirmed my notion that the Constitution does not
need to be rewritten, only restored.

http://guardiansonwatch.net/
http://guardiansonwatch.net/


BULLETIN Board
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Empowering people through information exchange 

We the People of the United
States, in order to form a

more perfect Union,... 
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